
The K-12 Identity Politics Experiment (Ontario and Alberta) 

 
 

Affirmative Action legislation (GSA laws) and Inclusive Education policies empower certain “identities” 

at the sacrifice of others and single out (minority) winners over (majority) losers in valuation of rights, 

freedoms and cognitive dissonance impacts. The politics and ideology behind these laws and policies 

assert that children in social conservative families must be indoctrinated against their parents’ old-

fashioned, non-progressive, and what the left also label LGBTQ-phobic values, beliefs and prejudices. 

Indeed, all Alberta children are to be “immunized” against social conservatism starting in kindergarten 

and subsequently “inoculated” continually K-12. Where requested by one student (K-12), children can 

be isolated from parental influence and oversight of their offspring’s sexuality education by secretly 

joining a Gay-Straight Alliance and/or surreptitiously self-identifying on a spectrum of 56 plus 

sexual/gender identities while at school.  Without parental knowledge and approval a child can 

become an activist for progressive-left identity politics at school.  Given that a majority of Alberta 

parents are social conservative, either by faith (i.e. Christian, Muslim, Jewish, etc.) or by secular belief 

(i.e. LGBTQ non-affirming conviction), it is astounding that we are at this point.  

Where is the “all-inclusive,” pluralist, constitutional, and impartial balance of rights and freedoms for 

all stakeholders, including social conservative parents and their children?  Where are the school 

district trustee imperatives of unbiased responsiveness and accountability to the “full diversity” of 

Alberta parents, including social conservative mothers and fathers?  The short answer to both 

questions is lost. What happened to Albertan social conservative rights, values, and interests, after 

passage of Bill 10 is evident in the surprise and jubilation Liberal MLA Laurie Blakeman felt at winning 

all she wanted and more.  The day of unanimous Bill 10 approval she remarked: “I’m really glad that 

the government1 was brave enough to take that step, and I will give you credit for being brave. That 

one wasn’t easy, and it wasn’t a gimme. I didn’t think you’d be able to go there.”  

                                                             
1
 The Progressive Conservatives held 70 of 85 seats at time of Bill 10 passage.  Wildrose was Official Opposition 

with 5 MLAs.  Laurie Blakeman’s party consisted of 5 Liberal MLAs. NDP had 4 MLAs. One Independent. Eight 
weeks later, the 2015 Election resulted in: PC – 9, Wildrose – 21, Liberal – 1, Alberta Party – 1, and NDP – 54.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cognitive_dissonance
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/edmonton/bill-10-to-allow-gay-straight-alliances-for-any-student-in-alberta-schools-1.2989399
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/28th_Alberta_Legislature
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alberta_general_election,_2015


What exactly is the “there” that Ms. Blakeman is so triumphant over? What follows is an overview 

analysis of where LGBTQ Affirmative Action legislation and Inclusive Education policies have taken 

public and private education, first in Ontario, and now in Alberta.  

Inclusive Education in Ontario 

 During her 2018 election campaign, Ontario Premier Kathleen Wynne continued to defend the   

government’s “inclusive” sex education curriculum. Some nine years earlier, as Education Minister, 

Ms. Wynne announced the Ontario Government’s education scheme.  In her opening Minister’s 

Message to Realizing the Promise of Diversity...Ontario’s Equity and Inclusive Education Strategy, she 

wrote: “Embracing diversity and moving beyond tolerance to acceptance and respect will help us reach 

our goal of making Ontario’s education system the most inclusive in the world.” 

Her inclusive education vision became reality with release of the 

Ontario Health & Physical Education curriculum in 2015.  The 

document (Grades 1-8), declares a number of new terms under 

sexual health. The word gender identity is found 43 times, 

sexual orientation 42 times and gender expression 11 times. 

The terms transgender, transsexual, intersex, and two-spirited 

total 18 times; gay and lesbian 14 times; and homophobia 4 

times.  The word heterosexual is found only once, listed in 

brackets along with gay, lesbian, and bisexual, as a type of 

sexual orientation.  The H&PE curriculum glossary defines: 

bisexual, gay, gay-straight alliance, gender, gender-based 

violence, gender expression, gender identity, homophobia, 

lesbian, intersex, sexual orientation, sexuality, transgender, 

transsexual, and two-spirited. The glossary does not include nor 

does the curriculum anywhere define the term heterosexual.  

Word count results for H&PE (Grades 9-12) are similar.  

After decades spent by the political left 

deconstructing heteronormativity, it is no 

longer “politically correct,” nor seen as 

desirable by “progressives” to promote 

heterosexuality as a life choice in Canadian 

schools.  Note that one cannot institutionally 

affirm both Sexual Minority behaviours and 

heteronormativity in the same curriculum. 

The two affirmations are diametrically 

opposed; indeed, are in a zero sum dynamic.  

If the 2015 Ontario H&PE curriculum is a 

harbinger of progressive-left strategy in the 

21st Century, stereotyping and name-calling under the terms “homophobia”/”homophobe” are not 

going away.  The H&PE curriculum redefines and expands the potential use of homophobia: “A 

disparaging or hostile attitude or a negative bias, which may be overt or unspoken and which may 

exist at an individual and/or a systemic level, towards people who are lesbian, gay, bisexual, or 

 

 

https://globalnews.ca/news/4079957/wynne-defends-sex-ed-plan/
http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/policyfunding/equity.pdf
https://www.oaith.ca/assets/files/2015%20Health%20and%20Physical%20Education%20Curriculum.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heteronormativity


transgender (LGBT).”2 “Disparaging” in the MSWord Thesaurus includes: unfavourable, critical, 

disapproving, ni-picking, judgmental, unsympathetic, derogatory, and fault-finding. 

Inclusive Education policies (K-12) in Ontario and Alberta:  

(1)  indicate the state is indifferent to whether our children develop as transgender or heterosexual; 

(2) indoctrinate students to celebrate decisions to self-identify transgender, take puberty-blocking 

hormones, take cross-sex hormones, and/or have gender-altering surgery;  

(3)  avoid teaching the science regarding ”desisting” and “persisting” transgender identity in children;   

(4)  refrain from edifying students with scientific evidence showing that men who have sex with men 

are naturally at higher health risk than heterosexuals;  

(5)  make no attempt to influence wavering or questioning youth (3% of high school students) along a 

heterosexual development path; 

(6)  affirm students away from heterosexual development through establishment of unregulated GSA 

clubs and encouragement to self-identify among some 56 other sexual identities and gender 

expressions, all without parental awareness and/or approval; and 

(7) foment identity politics and erode freedom of speech by institutionally (i.e. Education Alberta and 

Alberta Teachers’ Association (ATA)) promoting the bullying, pejorative, name-calling, and put-

down  use of the terms “homophobia”/”homophobe.” The universal application of these terms to 

impede all actions and to silence all people in disagreement with the progressive-left Sexual 

Minority agenda must not remain a state endorsed tactic. If homophobia is a true 

medical/psychiatric condition, then define it so and send those ailing for medical attention. Then 

again, if the terms are applied against a political/religious stance, then stop.  Surely, political 

correctness and thought policing have not ended free speech to the state where anything received 

by another person causing him/her/zer cognitive dissonance or received as “unsympathetic” or 

“unfavourable” is deemed inherently wrong, hateful and bigoted. 

In sum, the gender ideology championed within Inclusive Education policy puts more children in harms 

way as detailed in Gender Ideology Puts Our Children at Risk. Inclusive Education policy results in 

greater: sexual confusion, moral uncertainty, cognitive dissonance, and spiritual/religious/secular 

conflict among students.  The policy is also an unprecedented state incursion into the rights and 

freedoms of parents to rear their children as set out in Alberta Family Law Act s.21(6).  

Alberta’s New Curriculum 

In the preamble to Alberta’s new K-12 provincial curriculum one finds the word pluralism 10 times, 

diversity 23 times, justice 5 times, and inclusive 13 times.  Religion is referenced once in this list of 

forms of identity: “Ethnicity, socioeconomic conditions, community, religion, culture, gender 

expressions and gender identities are among various forms of identification that people—including 

immigrant and refugee families—live with and experience in a variety of ways.”   

                                                             
2
 Ontario Government, The Ontario Curriculum Grades 1-8: Health and Physical Education, revised 2015, p.232. 

 

http://www.sexologytoday.org/2016/01/do-trans-kids-stay-trans-when-they-grow_99.html
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https://education.alberta.ca/media/3575996/curriculum-development-guiding-framework.pdf
https://www.oaith.ca/assets/files/2015%20Health%20and%20Physical%20Education%20Curriculum.pdf


The curriculum preamble goes on to state that 

“Integrity and Respect” are key values “affirming 

truth.” The reality is the left political ideology 

undergirding Ontario’s 2015 curriculum, GSA 

legislation in both provinces, and Alberta’s new 

curriculum, offers no safe-space for the values of 

biblical Christianity or those of any other 

traditional world religion.  The curricula and GSA 

laws, in intent and impact, assault the values and 

beliefs of social conservative parents and their 

children.  No Alberta school, no matter how diverse its mandate, can escape this ideological 

oppression - not public, separate, charter, or private faith-based institutions.  Alberta curriculum 

concerns identified by the Catholic Superintendents’ Association (representing 23% of Alberta 

students and their parents), include:  requirements to discuss consent, reproductive aid technologies 

for other family types, contraception, same-sex relationships, anal and oral sex, masturbation, 

progressive gender theory, pornography and sexualization of girls (and boys). These concerns are 

profound social conservative issues. For two examples, consider “masturbation” and the concept of 

“consent” likely to be indoctrinated starting in kindergarten.   

Pamela Krause is coordinator/advisor for the Calgary GSA Network, overseer of WiseGuyz program in 

Calgary schools, CEO of the Centre for Sexuality, and through the Centre is in partnership with Camp 

fYrefly. The Centre has been a recommended advisery resource for the Calgary Board of Education 

since 1975. According to the Centre (once called the Calgary Birth Control Association), knowledge of 

masturbation and sexual consent is needed in children ages three and four respectively.  Under Stages 

of Child Sexual Development  the Centre for Sexuality advises: 

Guidelines for 0 to 3 years old 

 I am curious and want to explore my own body and maybe yours too. 

 I talk openly about my body – including where pee and poop comes from. 

 I touch my genitals because it feels good. 

 I experience vaginal lubrication or an erection as a reflex. 

Guidelines for 4-5 Year olds 

If I am 4-5 years old 

 I am curious and exploring body parts, bodily functions and differences between boys and girls. 

 You might find me ‘playing house’ or ‘playing doctor’ with my playmates and showing each other 

our genitals. 

 I may ask questions like: Why are you hairy there? Why don’t I have a penis? Why does my penis 

get hard?  

Social conservative parents are justifiably alarmed by the content, timing, and impact of such sex-ed 

guidance, premised upon sex-positive ideology. The promotion of this free-sex ideology is best 

captured in a Parents, Families and Friends of Lesbians and Gays (PFLAG) pamphlet: 

Our sexuality develops over time. Don’t worry if you aren’t sure. The teen years are a time of figuring 

out what works for you, and crushes and experimentation are often part of that. Over time, you’ll find 

that you’re drawn mostly to men or to women – or to both – and you’ll know then. You don’t have to 

label yourself today. 

 

https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/alberta-govt-unacceptable-to-uphold-christian-teaching-on-sexuality-in-cath
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/alberta-govt-unacceptable-to-uphold-christian-teaching-on-sexuality-in-cath
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https://www.thestar.com/edmonton/2018/11/14/private-schools-will-lose-public-funding-for-non-compliance-to-gay-straight-alliances-law-minister-says.html
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/edmonton/eggen-catholic-sex-education-curriculum-1.4368378
https://globalnews.ca/news/3569342/alberta-school-division-severs-ties-with-christian-school-over-bible-censorship-dispute/
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http://www.gaycalgary.com/Magazine.aspx?id=37&article=156
https://www.centreforsexuality.ca/sexual-health-info/parent-information/
https://www.centreforsexuality.ca/sexual-health-info/parent-information/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sex-positive_movement
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_love
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What kids (K-12) are taught in class, acquire in GSA “clubs,” and/or encounter in other school 

premises (corridors, bulletin boards, locker rooms, etc.) impacts their way of thinking, their morality, 

their spirituality, and their life choices. According to Public Health Agency of Canada, “Sexuality is 

influenced by the interaction of biological, psychological, social, economic, political, cultural, ethical, 

legal, historical, religious, and spiritual factors.”3 As a result of identity politics, gender ideology, and 

Inclusive Education policy in our schools, all the influence factors in bold black (above) now affirm the 

Sexual Minority agenda and are biased against social conservative values, beliefs and interests, 

represented in bold red.  This is a grievous problem for Christians, Muslims, Jews, and many other 

religious/non-religious social conservatives, who see their rights, freedoms and interests trampled.  

That Alberta Catholic School superintendents have proposed a separate human sexuality curriculum 

compatible with Catholic views and beliefs should be of no surprise. Nor that the Minister of 

Education, David Eggen, has declared their 

petition “unacceptable.” This disingenuous 

disrespect by our Government for the 

legitimate and justifiable interests, values and 

beliefs of social conservatives, perhaps more 

than half of Alberta’s population, is evidence 

of political hypocrisy, myopic justice, low 

governance integrity, and “unacceptable“ 

discrimination. No example for the students 

we are trying to educate!   

This disregard for Alberta’s social conservatives is doubly egregious given the preamble to the 

Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, states: “Whereas Canada is founded upon principles that 

recognize the supremacy of God and the rule of law…” Moreover, the Alberta Bill of Rights states in its 

preamble: “WHEREAS the free and democratic society existing in Alberta is founded on principles that 

acknowledge the supremacy of God…” 

 The Alberta government’s interpretation and 

application of pluralism, diversity, justice and 

inclusion, trumpeted in the new K-12 curriculum 

preamble, simply does not recognize or appreciate 

this founding principle; indeed, does not provide for 

a Creator or respect those who acknowledge God. 

NDP governance shows all the characteristics of 

being anchored to the secular humanist worldview 

– mankind is here on earth by chance in an 

accidental universe, there is no objective truth, just 

moral relativism. The oppressive irony regarding state sponsored moral relativism in this era of LGBTQ 

affirmative action politics is that no public space can be given to the moral relativism of 

orthodox/traditional religious faith. The morals and values of social conservatives simply will not be 

tolerated, all other “diversities” are endorsed.  Moreover, the progressive-left governance strategy 

has succeeded in adding protections for gender identity and gender expression to the Alberta Bill of 

Rights.  Now wherever a conflict of interest or rights arises from the new legislations (Bill 10 and Bill 

                                                             
3
 Public Health Agency of Canada, Canadian Guidelines for Sexual Health Education, [rev. ed.], 2008, p. 5. 
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24), particularly with freedoms of religion and speech and parental rights; the latter three 

longstanding human freedoms/rights are to yield or be eroded in preference to the all party LGBTQ 

affirmative action agenda. The government threat of defunding private faith-based schools is recent 

evidence of zero tolerance for social conservative diversity. The Alberta government either does not 

care or is blinded by the premature presumption of living in a post-Christian/post-religious era.   

Until such time as all Alberta social 

conservatives give up their faith, 

abandon social conservatism, turn 

into secular humanists, and/or 

become left-leaning politically, this 

style of governance will be seen as 

unprecedented, unjust, oppressive 

and totalitarian to many Albertans.   

Heading into the 2019 provincial 

election Alberta’s social conservatives will remain thrown under the bus by all political parties, unless 

one or more party platforms address some of the following short list of needed remedial actions: 

(1) School staffs are not qualified to take on medical and psychological responsibilities mandated of 

parents and family medical doctors. Schools must be required to initiate Child Welfare protocols 

(as provided by Family Law Act) and thus gain judicial authority to counsel student sexual identity 

needs without parental approval (K-12). The school is not a state institution equipped to arbitrarily 

come between offspring and the custody rights and responsibilities of parents/guardians. 

(2) In lieu of (1), uphold established parental rights and traditional family values by setting the 

minimum age requirement to 16 (Grade 10) for independent sexual orientation and/or gender 

self-identity while at school and for Gay Straight Alliance (GSA) membership, apart from parental 

knowledge and approval.  

(3) Protect the health and sexual development of all Alberta children by preventing GSA club 

formation at elementary and junior high schools (i.e. K-9) or, in lieu, by insisting on parental 

approval for GSA membership (K-9). 

(4) Protect the health and sexual development of all Alberta children by precluding biased Sexual 

Minority affirmative action, ideology-based, sex-ed curriculum like Ontario’s 2015 H&PE 

programme and guidance offered by the Calgary Centre for Sexuality.  

(5) Prevent unjustified/unconstitutional erosion of freedoms of speech and religion in our schools by 

legally defining what homophobia is/is not, thus clarifying who is/is not a homophobe. Note that 

the terms “homophobia” and “homophobe” are not found in Canada’s Charter of Rights and 

Freedoms, the Human Rights Act or the Criminal Code; nor are the terms found in the Alberta: 

Human Rights Act, Bill of Rights, Education Act, Family Law Act, or School Act; nor are the words in 

the ATA Declaration of Rights and Responsibilities for Teachers.  A legal definition of homophobia 

needs to follow the Criminal Code 319 hate speech model including grounds for defence.  A draft 

defence text might read: Statements do not constitute homophobia: (1) which are true; (2) which 

are made in good faith, respectfully expressed to establish by argument an opinion on a religious 

subject or on a belief in a religious text; and (3) which are relevant to any subject of public interest, 

for public benefit, which are believed to be true. 

 

http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/edmonton/parental-consent-not-required-for-gay-straight-alliances-says-minister-1.2993145
https://edmontonjournal.com/news/politics/alberta-government-cracks-down-on-private-schools-defying-gsa-law
https://bill10courtchallenge.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/5-social-conservative-view-from-under-the-bus.pdf


(6) Set in place clear boundaries upon which to contain and regulate ideological and political 

activism in our schools, including critical revision of the ATA publication GSAs and QSAs in 

Alberta Schools: A Guide for Teachers. As a minimum, ban and remove GSA Types4 3 and 4 from 

the guidance. 

(7)  Establish needed institutional (Principal, School Board, Ministry) oversight and accountability 

requirements for GSA clubs and GSA networks (Calgary/Edmonton/Alberta), including legislation 

requiring approved and published GSA club constitutions, GSA network charters, and the Camp 

fYrefly licence. 

In conclusion, and in light of the above, Alberta MLAs and school trustees are respectfully requested 

to respond to all or any of the following questions: 

(1) How are you going to be responsive and accountable to social conservatives in your constituency 

or school district? 

(2) What is the practical/tangible worth/effect of the Bill 10 amendment to the Alberta Bill of Rights, 

that parents have a human right and fundamental freedom “to make informed decisions 

respecting the education of their children”?   

(3) What is the practical/tangible worth/effect of the Alberta Family Law Act powers, responsibilities 

and entitlements, s.21(6) (c), (d) and (e), regarding parental oversight of their child’s mental/ 

physical/sexual development, education, extracurricular activities, and associations? 

In this era of political correctness, minority rights 

affirmative action, identity politics, gender ideology 

and the NDP election tsunami of 2015, Morgan 

Freeman (across) pretty well nails the reality faced by 

social conservative parents, their children, and their 

preferred educational institutions.  

With only a few months before the 2019 Alberta 

election, there is scant time to determine whether any 

party platform will promise relief from the oppression 

and deliverance of social conservatives from under the 

present all party bus. 

 

Sincerely, 

Carman Bradley 

www.Bill10CourtChallenge.Org 

 

 

 

                                                             
4
 Alberta Teachers’ Association, GSAs and QSAs in Alberta Schools: A Guide for Teachers, revised 2016, p.31. 
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